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THE MOMENTS TO APPRECIATE IT
YOU CAN DO ANYTHING WITH THIS WINE!

TO BE PLACED ON ANY TABLE, ON ANY OCCASION:

In the evening as an 
aperitif or at lunchtime 
before breakfast, with 
shellfish and anything 

that comes from the sea 
in general

In a meal with friends
or family, with

buttered scallops in
particular to play on

the contrast

In casual mode
with a pizza... 

Of course!
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First, by its toasted, buttered 
character, with fresh meringue. 
Then by its complexity on a 
background of almonds and dried 
fruits. Roasted and exotic fruits 
bring sunshine and warmth to 
this aromatic profile.

It’s softly fleshy, there’s substance 
with barley sugar and orgeat 
syrup. The length is persistent, 
like a sense of endless holiday. 
The density is pleasant and 
the finish has that subtle salty 

bitterness (aperitivo style!).

A NOSE
TO FLATTER YOUR GUESTS

A PALATE
TO MAKE CONVERSATION

VINIFICATION

Wines from a unique harvest
Complete malolactic fermentation in stainless steal vats
Ageing in bottle : 18 to 24 months
Brut dosage at 8 g/L

COMPOSITION

Blend : 80% Chardonnay - 20% Pinot Noir
Terroir : Chardonnay Premier Cru - Vertus, Côte des Blancs and 
Pinot Noir Premier Cru - Vertus, Côte des Blancs
Soil : Dense chalk

In the vineyard, the family character is expressed through 
high standards and extreme meticulousness. These are 
precious values instilled by Philippe and they constitute 
the House’ pride. His good farming sense supports a 
sustainable viticulture, in terroir deepest respect.

INTRODUCTION TO THE LANDRÉAT STYLE

VOLUBI

His rich, expressive style immediately unveils the DNA of 
our family: welcoming, warm and quite chatty. 

Particularly versatile at the table, this wine offers a 
multitude of possibilities for pairing, for rich culinary 

moments and very large tables.

WINES FROM A UNIQUE HARVEST - 100% CUVÉE - MLF DONE

80% CHARDONNAY - 20% PINOT NOIR
BLEND - PREMIER CRU - BRUT
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